FIBERGLASS AERIAL LIFT BUCKET & BOOM REPAIRS
VPC’S REPAIR SERVICES
Virtual Polymer Compounds (VPC) has been providing fiberglass aerial lift bucket and
boom repair since 2007, repairing and restoring hundreds of units during that time. Our
experienced fiberglass repair specialists have the expertise to offer both structural
repair and the cosmetic restoration of damaged fiberglass aerial buckets.
VPC’s trained laminators and fabricators will perform a complete inspection of the
lift bucket and/or boom. For structural repairs, our laminators use at least 2 layers of
1.5 oz chopped strand mat, which insures that the completed repair is as strong as
new, often times even stronger! The cosmetic restoration involves grinding, sanding
and repair of cracks, fractures and scratches. In most cases, there is no need to
replace damaged buckets or booms as VPC’s repair team can safely fix cracks and
nicks cost-effecitvely, potentially saving you thousands of dollars.
Take advantage of our pick-up and delivery service, or we can come to you and
complete the repair at your location. Conveniently located on Route 104 in Medina,
VPC can quickly and effectively service both the Buffalo and Rochester markets
easily. Our repair and restoration service includes:
free estimate
pick-up and delivery
a complete inspection
interior and/or exterior repair
interior and/or exterior gel-coat finish
new hardware when necessary
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LITTLE BIT ABOUT WHO WE ARE...

VPC supplies high quality fiberglass products, such as shelters, flumes and
manholes, to the industrial and municipal water and wastewater markets, as well as to
government, commercial and residential customers. Our state-of-the-art technology
has provided state-of-the-art solutions whenever chemical and environmental
challenges must be met. Fiberglass products are an economical and non-corrosive
solution for almost any application. Our sales and engineering staff work with our
customers from project conception through installation to completion to ensure any
customers’ needs and expectations are met through every stage of their order.
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